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TRACTOR NOISE 
Field measurements of noise at ear level 
J. Mari ng 
INTRODUCTION 
This survey has been done in co-operation with the Safety Department of the 
Ministry of Social Affairs in the Netherlands. The objective was to gather 
information about the noise at ear level for tractor drivers under normal 
field work conditions. This is important from the point of view of the validity 
of the OECD measurements in practice. Furthermore, one likes to know something 
about the influence of the working conditions on the operational noise. 
The measurements were taken in the field with Bruël & Kjaer no. 2206 sound 
level meters. The man with the rfieter was standing to one side, behind or 
inside the cab, holding the microphone at the operator's ear level. A screen was 
fitted on the meter; the setting was: dB(A)-slow response. 
The operator was told to proceed as usual, so that the measurements were taken 
with doors and windows closed or open, with or without playing the radio, just 
as the driver had been driving before the test. 
In an appendix some data are given of a survey with a Bruël £ Kjaer Noise 
Dose Meter hklh. The instructions to the tractor drivers were the same. 
RESULTS 
The results are shown in Tables l-V and Figs. 1-4. 
L n is the noise level exceeded in n% of cases. 
The L 10 values are high, about 98 dB(A)- an indication that there are field 
conditions which are extremely hazardous to the hearing of the tractor driver. 
(In the Netherlands 20% of the tractor drivers suffer some hearing loss.). 
The L 50 values in the field are on average about 4 dB(A) lower than the OECD 
values. The working conditions have little effect on the noise reaching the 
operator. Only drilling and harrowing without pto-drive are a favourable 
exception. The introduction of the quiet cab in 1976 represents a turning 
point to better conditions, as shown in Table 1. This applies particularly 
to fairly new tractors with high powered engines. Fig. 1 shows that the oldest 
tractors with a working time of 6000 h and more are used mostly in easy working 
condi tions. 
* Engineering Division 
Furthermore,the max. engine speeds are often lower than those of the more 
powerful tractors of the last ten years. 
'Table 1 Reduction in noise level brought about by the quiet cab 
Group % 90 dB(A) Lt90 L 50 L 10 
All tractors 1975-1977 65% 85 dB(A) 93 dB(A) 98 dB(A) 
All tractors 1977* h%% 82 d8(A) 90 dB(A) 97 dB(A) 
* fi rst hal f only 
CONCLUSIONS 
- In the past, 60% of tractor drivers have been exposed to hazardous noise 
levels under normal working conditions in the field. 
- The results of the mean 0ECD measurements for the tractors with frames are 
about 3_i* dB(A) higher than the mean field values. 
- In the case of tractors with quiet cabs the difference between field and 
OECD tests are insignificant. 
- So far the good results obtained with the "silent tractors" are due to the 
"quiet cabs". There are no indications of fundamental changes in engine 
design to achieve significant reductions of noise emission. 
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Table II Noise at ear level during various field operations 
Al1 tractors 
Al 1 activi t ies 
With cab 
Without cab 


















































































Al 1 tractors, 
specified activities 











































































* fi rst hal f only 
Table III Noise at ear level with tractors of different ages 
^90 dB(A) Tractor age i n 
working hours 
Year L 90 t Lt50 
























































































































































* fi rst hal f only 
Table IV Noise at ear level with tractors of different power classes 
Power class of 



























































































































































































* fi rst hal f only 
Table V Noise at ear level 
OECD-measurements (test reports 1975-1977) 
Tractor tested Year 5-90 dB(A) L 90 Lt50 Lt 10 N 



























































* f i rst hal f only 
APPENDIX 
Some figures are given of a survey with a Bruël & Kjaer Noise Dose Meter 
kk2k. The instructions to the tractor drivers were: "Drive just as you were 
driving all day". The worker wore the noise dose meter also during his lunch-
hour, tea time etc. 
Table VI shows the noise dose percentages (according ISO 1999) and the calculated 
L equivalent (8 h exposure) of different agricultural field activities. Fig. k 
gives some information about different working conditions. Ploughing and 
cultivating produced high noise levels. 
If known, the OECD or USA (Nebraska) test data are indicated (N = 75% refers 
to load condi tion). 
Conclus ions 
- The OECD (Nebraska) measurements are in agreement with the field values. 
- The quiet cabs are effective in the fight against high noise levels at ear 
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Fig. 1a Probability distribution plot: class intervals of noise levels at ear 
All tractors, all activities 1975, 1976 and first half of 
1977 N = 522 
All tractors, all activities first half of 1977 
N = 79 
Lt % 
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dB (A) class intervals 
Fig. 1b Cumulative distribution curves: class intervals of noise levels at 
ear 
All tractors, all activities 1975, 1976 and first half of 
1977 N = 522 
All tractors, all activities first half of 1977 
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Fig. 2a Probability distribution plot: class intervals of noise levels at 
ear 
0ECD reports, 1975, 1976 and first half of 1977, with cab 
N = 295 
OECD reports, 1975, 1976 and first half of 1977, with frame 















Fig. 2b Cumulative distribution curves: class intervals of noise levels at 
ear 
OECD reports, 1975, 1976 and first half of 1977, with cab 
N = 295 
OECD reports, 1975, 1976 and first half of 1977, with frame 
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dB (A) class intervals 
Fig. 3a Probability distribution plot: class intervals of noise levels at 
ear 
0ECD reports, May 1977"May 1978, with cab, 
N = 262 
0ECD reports, MAY 1977"May 1978, with frame, 














dB (A) class intervals 
Fig. 3b Cumulative distribution curves: class intervals of noise levels at 
ear 
— OECD reports, May 1977-May 1978, with cab, 
N = 262 
OECD r e p o r t s , May 1977"May 1978, w i t h f rame, 
















































































Fig. h Equivalent noise levels calculated as noise dose percentages, based 
on personal noise dose measurements obtained from agricultural 
activities in the field 
A-G = different tractor types. 
14 
Table VI Personal noise dose measurements obtained from agricultural 
activities in the field under normal operating conditions. 
Activities 'Exposure Noise L eq dB(A) Remarks 
duration, h doses % 8 h 
Plough i ng 
Rotary c u l t i v a t i o n 




Beet tops spreading 
Fertilizer distribution 
Potato 1 ifting 
ii ii 



















































































Sel f propel led 
mach ine 
Sel f propel led 
mach ine 
Without cab 
Frame wi th roof 
H H n 
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